ABSTRACT:
Interest in inherently infinite dimensional systems described by partial differential equations has rekindled most especially in flexible aerospace structures and the quantum control field. In this talk we consider how to make a linear infinite-dimensional system regulate its output to zero, or track a reference signal, in the presence of persistent disturbances. In our previous work, we have accomplished direct model reference adaptive control and disturbance rejection with very low order adaptive gain laws for MIMO finite dimensional systems, and systems with unknown delays.

This talk will focus on the effect of infinite dimensionality on the adaptive control approach. I will present new conditions required for asymptotic stability with adaptive control and for tracking reference signals. Then I would like to go on and consider some recent issues in the control of quantum information systems.

The topics here may sound highly technical, maybe even forbidding, and to some extent they are. But I hope to give you a version of them that will be reasonably accessible and will still remain as exciting and attractive to you as they are to me.
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